-Analytical models are typically used to determine initial estimates of all mass properties. However, these models must be sufficiently detailed as a realistic representation of the system be accurate. -Weight and balance procedures are typically used to determine mass and CG information -Spin-balance tables can provide accurate approximations of all mass properties, but become increasingly difficult to use as the test article size increases. -Swing Tests use pendulum-based methods. However, pendulum-based methods require significant amounts of labor, materials, and time, leading to high costs and risk to the vehicle and schedule. -Frequency response function (FRF) testing analyzes the dynamic response of a test article and is often used to identify mode shapes and natural frequencies of objects. The Dynamic Inertia Measurement (DIM) method utilizes FRF information to determine mass properties.
shows Euler's second law for defining the relationship between moments, moments and products of inertia, and angular accelerations. For this solution, the cross terms were ignored because the test articles are assumed to be rigid to an extent that the vehicle rotation rate terms were small. Note that this assumption would not hold for large, flexible structures.
Applying the small angle assumption to the moment arms and combining the force and moment equations for six degrees of freedom yields the 6x6 mass matrix for full rigid body motion as shown in Equation 3. 5 (1) 
